
Source of the idea

In the city, we live in small groups.

We know a small number of people

and we hang out with some of them.

But a village is different. The locals

know almost everyone and hang out

or gather at same usual places.

 Wether that is children

gathering in an huge field to

play soccer

The adults picking frutes and

vegetables from the fields.

Or the elderly gathering at an

old wooden seat under the

shade.

But at the end of the day they all come

together. The children continue their

games, the adults come together for a

cold beer, and the elderly enjoying the

fresh air .

So why not gather

all of the people in

one place, no

matter the age.

What if there is a

village gazebo they

can all gather at?

Some people have a gazebo in their yard which they use to spend time with their family and friends.

So the idea was, why not have a similar concept here, but one gazebo wouldn't have been enough

for one village and it wouldn't define togetherness in a sence. Why not connect four of them like a

molecule in which many people may sit and enjoy some time with the locals, also the area provides

enough green space, so even the young can play around it. People can arrange meetings, barbeque,

birthday partys and so on, giving the area and the object a special sentimental value. Giving people a

unique and pleasant feeling of togetherness.
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Construction of the building

Base plan

The columns will be placed on

steel joints which will be bolted

onto a concrete slab.

The joists will be held

in place by hanger

joints.

Side elevation

The roof will be made of asphalt

shingles

The skylight windows will maximise

the natural light penetration.

The gazebo construction

divided in units (Top view)

M=1:75

M=1:75 M=1:75
Roof plan (Fifth facade)

M=1:75The gazebo

construction divided in

units (Side view)
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Visual representations

Activities

Hanging out with friends and family

Children playing

Dancing
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